Car stereo relay

Last Updated: July 2, References. This article was co-authored by our trained team of editors
and researchers who validated it for accuracy and comprehensiveness. There are 14 references
cited in this article, which can be found at the bottom of the page. This article has been viewed ,
times. Learn more Installing a new car stereo is a great way to breathe new life into your old
daily driver. Because every car and every model stereo are a bit different, you might want to do
some research on your specific car before getting started. To wire a car stereo, start by
disconnecting your car battery to avoid electrocuting yourself. Then, match the colored wires of
your radio and your car and twist the wires together. If your car requires an output converter,
connect this as well so your radio will work with your car. If it works fine, tuck all the wiring into
your dashboard and slide the stereo back into place. For more tips, including how to remove
your old car stereo before wiring in a new one, read on! Did this summary help you? Yes No.
We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and
thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us to keep providing high-quality
how-to help to people like you. Please consider supporting our work with a contribution to
wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in incognito and private browsers. Please log in with
your username or email to continue. No account yet? Create an account. Edit this Article. We
use cookies to make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie
Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article parts. Related
Articles. Article Summary. Part 1 of Purchase a wiring adaptor. Your new stereo will come with a
diagram indicating what each wire is and what it needs to be connected to, but that process can
be made much simpler by using a wiring harness clip adaptor. Use the diagram provided with
the stereo as well as the diagram provided with the clip, to loosely connect each of the wires to
the new adaptor. Using the adaptor greatly reduces the chances that you will make a mistake
wiring in your new stereo. Identify and connect loose wiring. If you are not using a wiring
harness clip adaptor, you will need to identify the wires coming out of the stereo, as well as
those coming out of the car. Use the repair manual for your car or locate a wiring diagram for
your car online to aid in your efforts to identify each wire. Most car stereos will require the
following connections: [2] X Research source The power wire coming from the stereo is usually
red, and likely will connect to a red wire from the car. The ground wire for the stereo will be
black, as will its corresponding wire from the car. If there is no ground wire, you can secure the
ground cable to bare metal in the body of the car to serve as a ground. The 12 volt constant
power wire is usually yellow or blue, though it may be a number of colors coming from the car.
The rest of the harness wires are for the speakers. Use the diagrams to properly match each
with its appropriate wire from the car. The antenna wire is much thicker with a metal head and
can be connected separately before you install the stereo. Connect the output convertor if
necessary. Some vehicles will require an output converter to make it work properly with
components of the car that are not common industry wide. Be sure you order an output
converter designed specifically for your year, make and model vehicle. Secure all connected
wires. Once all of the wiring has been connected to their corresponding wires, you will need to
make those connections permanent. There are a number of ways you can permanently bond
two wires together and while some may be more resilient than others, most will work just fine
for car stereo applications. Be sure there is no bare wire metal showing from any of the wire
connections by wrapping them in electric tape or heat-shrink wrap. You melt the solder onto the
wires to stick them together and as the solder cools it forms a permanent bond. Twisting wires
together and then covering them with heat-shrink wrap or electric tape will suffice for car
stereos. Connectors can be purchased that you simply slide both wires into and either crimp
them together with pliers or twist them together with your fingers. Part 2 of Disconnect the
battery. Once you locate the battery, use a hand or socket wrench to loosen the black cable
from the negative terminal on the battery. You will not need to remove the bolt entirely, instead
simply loosen it enough to pull the cable off of the terminal. To be sure the battery is
disconnected, check to see if the lights come on in the cabin of the car. Nothing electronic
should work with the battery disconnected. Disconnecting the battery will prevent you from
doing damage to the electrical system as well as protect you from shocks. Remove any
necessary pieces of trim. You will need to gain access to the sides of the stock head unit or
stereo in your center console. In some cars, that will require the removal of some pieces of
plastic trim. Be careful when removing trim pieces, as they may be brittle and subject to
cracking. Whenever possible, try to pull the piece of trim out slightly to get a look at what kind
of clip is used to attach it. You may need to slide the trim piece in a certain direction to separate
it, you may need to hit a release with a screw driver, or you may need to simply pull on it hard
enough. Checking first will prevent you from breaking off the clips and having to replace the
piece of trim. Determine how your head unit is mounted. Car stereos are all held in place using
one of two methods: spring clips or bolts. Each method requires a different technique for

removal. Spring clip mounts may not require the removal of any trim pieces and can be
identified by the matching pairs of holes on either side of the stereo. Stereos that are bolted into
place may require more trim removal, as you will need to gain access to the space behind the
stereo. If they are present, your stereo is held in place with spring clips. If there are no holes,
remove the trim below, above or to the side of the stereo to gain access to the bolts. Use DIN
tools to remove spring clipped stereos. If your stereo or head unit is held in place using spring
clips, you will need to purchase a pair of DIN tools. Insert one DIN tool into the two holes on the
left, and another into the two holes on the right. Press them both in until you hear the click of
the spring releasing. Spread the tools apart slightly to grip the back of the stereo and pull the
tools toward yourself. The stereo will slide out of the console of the car along with the tools.
Remove a bolted in stereo with wrenches. You will likely need to remove quite a bit more of the
trim to access bolts that hold your stereo in place than you would have with spring clipped
stereos. Once you are able to see the bolts, removing the stereo should be fairly
self-explanatory: there will likely be four bolts, either attaching the stereo to a bracket at the
back or on either side. Determine the size of the bolts, then use a hand wrench to remove them.
Unscrew these bolts and slide the stereo out. Remember that the stereo is still connected to the
car with wires, so be careful not to rip any out as you remove the stereo from the console.
Disconnect the wiring. If you are removing a stock head unit, there will likely be at least one
plastic clip with a number of wires going into it that you will need to disconnect. There may be a
second clip and an antennae cable as well in some cars. If you are removing an aftermarket
stereo, there is a possibility that there will be no clip and the previous stereo was wired loosely.
If that is the case, you may have to cut the wires in order to connect them to the new head unit.
Be careful when removing the wire harness clip from the back of the stereo. It may have a
plastic button or tab holding it in place. Part 3 of Test the stereo. Before you install the stereo in
the center console of your vehicle, reconnect the battery and turn the car on to make sure it is
functioning properly. With the stereo completely connected, turn it on and try a few functions.
Make sure all speakers in your vehicle are working and that CDs or your MP3 player play
properly. If you have been able to connect the antennae cable already, check to make sure the
radio works. If something does not work properly, review the connections with the wiring
diagrams that you have to make sure all of the wires are connected to their corresponding
match. Tuck all of the wiring into the dashboard. You may have noticed that most of the wires
you connected to your stereo allowed for quite a bit of slack. Take the connected car stereo in
one hand and use the other to tuck all of the extra wire back into the dashboard as you set the
stereo in its opening. If you have not been able to connect the large antennae cable yet because
it was too short, connect it now as you sit the stereo in its place. Try not to let the wiring get in
the way of the bracket you will need to bolt the stereo too if your stereo requires being bolted
into place. Slide the stereo back into place. Slowly slide the radio back into the opening in the
center console of the vehicle while being careful not to apply too much pressure to the face of
it. If you encounter resistance, do not force the stereo in any further. Instead remove the stereo
and identify what was in the way, move it, and attempt to slide the stereo in again. As you slide
the stereo into place, wires may snag or plastic brackets may come out of place. Forcing the
stereo past a snag can break things and make the stereo fail to function or seat properly in the
vehicle. These adaptors can be ordered at auto parts and electronics stores. Secure the new
stereo. If your stereo utilizes spring clips, it will click as it locks in place and you will not need to
take any further action to secure the stereo. If yours uses bolts and brackets, reuse the bolts
you removed earlier to secure the new stereo in the same place. If you had to use an adaptor to
properly fit the stereo in its space in the console, ensure the stereo is secured to the adaptor
and that the adaptor is secured to the car. Once done, try to wiggle the stereo. It should hardly
move at all when properly secured. Reinstall the trim. Being careful not to break any of the
plastic clips that hold the trim in place, reinstall each piece in the opposite order you removed
them. That means you should install the last piece you removed first, followed by the second to
last, and so on. This will make sure overlapping pieces are layered properly. Without the car
harness clip, how can I tap the wires from inside when wiring a car stereo? Moses Mk. You need
to look for your car electrical manual. A multimeter may come handy in this task. Head over to
professional installer or a friends that may know about it. Car electrical systems can be nasty;
never attempt without at least a basic knowledge. Not Helpful 1 Helpful 6. The key wire is for
transferring the electronic signals of turning the key fob to the battery, which turns on the rest
of the engine. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 3. This likely because you didn't connect to the red ACC
wire. The main positive wire usually a thicker yellow is directly tapped to your battery. So it is
important to connect to the correct wire. Not Helpful 1 Helpful 0. Unanswered Questions. How
do I connect the wires when wiring a car stereo? Can you tell me where the blue wire is
supposed to be attached on the car? Include your email address to get a message when this

question is answered. Related wikiHows How to. How to. More References 5. About This Article.
Co-authored by:. Co-authors: Updated: July 2, Categories: Car Radios and Sound Systems.
Article Summary X To wire a car stereo, start by disconnecting your car battery to avoid
electrocuting yourself. Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been read , times. Is
this article up to date? Cookies make wikiHow better. By continuing to use our site, you agree
to our cookie policy. Related Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails
according to our privacy policy. Follow Us. X Help us do more We've been helping billions of
people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do
this! This article explains how to identify wiring using a multimeter or simple light test. The
other is only hot when the ignition key is on, which prevents the radio from being left on after
you've taken the key out. In cases where a vehicle has a third power wire, it is used for a
dimmer function that's tied to the headlights and the dash light dimmer switch. The first power
you'll want to check for is the constant 12V wire, so set your multimeter to the appropriate
scale, connect the ground lead to a known good ground, and touch the other lead to each wire
in the speaker wire. When you find one that shows approximately 12V, you have found the
constant 12V wire, which is also referred to as the memory wire. Most aftermarket head units
will use a yellow wire for this. After you have marked that wire and set it aside, turn the ignition
switch on, turn the headlights on, and turn the dimmer switch - if equipped - all the way up. If
you find two more wires that show approximately 12V, then turn the dimmer switch down and
check again. Most aftermarket head units usually use an orange wire or an orange wire with a
white stripe for this. The wire that still shows 12V is the accessory wire , which is usually red in
aftermarket wiring harnesses. If only one wire ever had power in this step, it is the accessory
wire. With the power wires marked and out of the way, you can move on to checking for the
ground wire. If you can't locate the ground wire visually, then the best way to locate the ground
wire is with an ohmmeter. You just have to connect the ohmmeter to a known good ground and
then check each of the wires in the car stereo harness for continuity. The one that shows
continuity is your ground, and you can move on. Figuring out the speaker wires can be a little
more complicated. If the remaining wires are in pairs, where one is a solid color and the other is
the same color with a line, then each pair typically goes to the same speaker. You can test this
by connecting one wire in the pair to one end of your AA battery and the other end to the other
terminal. If you hear a sound come from one of the speakers, then you have identified where
those wires go, and you can repeat the process for the other three pairs. In order to be
absolutely certain, you have to actually look at the speaker when you trigger it. If the cone
appears to move inward, then you have the polarity reversed. This is a longer process, but it
works just the same. Jeremy Laukkonen. Jeremy Laukkonen is tech writer and the creator of a
popular blog and video game startup. He also ghostwrites articles for numerous major trade
publications. Facebook Twitter LinkedIn. Updated on February 20, Jessica Kormos. Lifewire
Tech Review Board Member. Jessica Kormos is a writer and editor with 15 years' experience
writing articles, copy, and UX content for Tecca. Article reviewed on May 01, Tweet Share Email.
What to Know Use an inexpensive multimeter to identify wires. Was this page helpful? Thanks
for letting us know! Email Address Sign up There was an error. Please try again. You're in!
Thanks for signing up. There was an error. Tell us why! More from Lifewire. It only takes a
minute to sign up. And it also loses preferences volume, radio stations, etc. My Solution So first
i tried to reverse the wires, red goes to yellow place and yellow to red, didn't work, no difference
at all, unit only works when car is on. Now what i did is connect both red and yellow wires on
the adapter to the red wire that comes out of the car, this effectively makes both yellow and red
wire connected to the unit always at 12 volts. That seemed like it fixed the problem. Question So
my question is, is this a good solution, or did a do something stupid and tomorrow when i go to
my car i will find it not starting because my battery is dead? Yellow wire labeled "battery"
should have constant 12 volts, whether the car is on or off. The "bulb with a wire in the middle"
is probably a fuse. Any direct connection to the battery will normally be fused. If you get 0v
when the car is off, this is probably incorrectly hooked up to the ACC Accessory power instead
of constant 12v. If it always has 12v, then again something is not hooked up right. Why did it not
work when you switched the wires? I can't say exactly, but to directly answer the question: yes
it's entirely possible for you to leave your radio on and drain the battery. However, if you really
want to be able to listen to it with the car off then you would have to do something like what you
have done, and splice the always on 12v to both connections on the stereo. The only thing I
might change is to make sure that always on connection has a fuse. If the line is not fused
already, or there is no fuse in the panel I would suggest getting a cheap inline fuse-holder to
splice into the wire. Always fuse hot connections as close as possible to the battery or other DC
source. Also if you are splicing hot connections together be aware you may be pulling more
amps than was originally intended for the wire. Of the cars that I have personally worked on,

none of them had a memory circuit that I would feel comfortable running my head unit off of;
they're usually fused at 5 amps sometimes 7. If the manufacturer designed the circuit to handle
5 amps, you risk blowing fuses and burning wires by overloading it. As for draining the battery,
it's entirely possible, but that depends on the head unit, and how much power it draws when
turned off. If you absolutely must set yours up this way I would not , running a wire from the
battery to the head unit with a separate fuse inline is a safe bet. Your factory wiring was not
designed to do what you suggest. Quite straight forward. Car manufacturers quite often reverse
permanent and Acc locations on ISO power plug. They also use them for different functions on
later vehicles, so you may find Acc wire is replaced by CAN network connection. Earth wire is
always in some position. As for the stereo not staying on when engine is off: This may be how
Fiat intended. Check the Acc with multimeter to determine when 12v Acc is present. If not
ignition switched with "hold" until key removed you will needcto locate a better switched 12v
from fuse box. Sign up to join this community. The best answers are voted up and rise to the
top. Ask Question. Asked 3 years, 3 months ago. Active 4 months ago. Viewed 65k times. And it
also loses preferences volume, radio stations, etc Info about the connection from the car :
Yellow wire - it is labeled "Battery" on the car side , voltage is 12 when car is on, 0 when car is
off. On the adapter that came with the unit, yellow wire comes with a 'thing' on it, like a bulb with
the wire in the middle, don't know what it does. That seemed like it fixed the problem Question
So my question is, is this a good solution, or did a do something stupid and tomorrow when i
go to my car i will find it not starting because my battery is dead? Improve this question. Zaid
ACC means Accessories. Are you sure the voltage is 12 V with the car off and key out of
ignition? Yes when key is in off position its 12 v, didn't try when key is removed. Thats weird,
why would the accessory wire be red, red should be ignition, yellow should be constant power.
As long as it's in the Off position I don't think you'd see a difference with the key in or out of
ignition. Which car is this by the way? Show 6 more comments. Active Oldest Votes. Something
is fishy here. It sounds like: Yellow wire labeled "battery" should have constant 12 volts,
whether the car is on or off. Improve this answer. Christopher Hunter Christopher Hunter 2 2
silver badges 10 10 bronze badges. Add a comment. Tylor Emmett Tylor Emmett 11 1 1 bronze
badge. Sign up or log in Sign up using Google. Sign up using Facebook. Sign up using Email
and Password. Post as a guest Name. Email Required, but never shown. Featured on Meta.
Visual design changes to the review queues. Opt-in alpha test for a new Stacks editor. Related
6. Hot Network Questions. Question feed. Kenwood Car Stereo Wiring Diagram â€” kenwood car
audio wiring diagram, kenwood car cd player wiring diagram, kenwood car stereo circuit
diagram, Every electrical structure is made up of various different parts. Each component ought
to be placed and connected with other parts in particular way. So as to make sure the electric
circuit is constructed correctly, Kenwood Car Stereo Wiring Diagram is necessary. How does
this diagram help with circuit building? The diagram provides visual representation of a electric
arrangement. However, this diagram is a simplified variant of the arrangement. It makes the
procedure for building circuit simpler. There are just two things which are going to be present in
almost any Kenwood Car Stereo Wiring Diagram. The first component is emblem that indicate
electrical element in the circuit. A circuit is generally composed by numerous components. The
other thing that you will get a circuit diagram would be lines. Lines in the diagram show exactly
how every element connects to a another. The arrangement is also not plausible, unlike wiring
schematics. Diagram only shows where to put component at a place relative to other
components within the circuit. One thing you have to learn before studying a circuit diagram is
the symbols. The most common elements are capacitor, resistor, and battery. Additionally,
there are other elements such as floor, switch, motor, and inductor. Sometimes, the cables will
cross. Injunction of 2 wires is generally indicated by black dot in the junction of two lines. There
will be main lines that are represented by L1, L2, L3, etc. Colors can also be used to differentiate
cables. Usually, there are two chief kinds of circuit connections. The primary one is called
series connection. Because of the electric current in each part is comparable while voltage of
the circuit is total of voltage in each component. Parallel relationship is more complex than the
series one. Unlike in string connection, the voltage of each component is similar. It is because
the element is directly linked to electricity resource. This circuit contains branches that are
passed by distinct electric current amounts. The present joins together when the branches
match. There are lots of items that an engineer needs to look closely at if drawing wirings
diagram. First of all, the symbols utilized in the diagram ought to be accurate. It should
represent the specific element required to construct an intended circuit. It is also highly
suggested that engineer brings favorable supply and damaging source symbols for clearer
interpretation. Meanwhile, the negative source emblem is place below it. The current flows from
the left to right. In addition to this, diagram drawer is recommended to limit the amount of line
crossing. The line and element placement should be made to lessen it. Because you can begin

drawing and translating Kenwood Car Stereo Wiring Diagram can be a complicated undertaking
on itself. The advice and tips that were elaborated above should be a fantastic kick start,
however. Kenwood Car Stereo Wiring Diagram. Pool Pump Wiring Diagram â€” v pool pump
wiring diagram, century pool pump wiring diagram, hayward pool pump wiring diagram, Every
electrical arrangement consists of various different parts. Each part ought to be placed and
linked to other parts in particular manner. If not, theâ€¦. Each component ought to be set and
linked to other parts in particular way. If not, the arrangement will notâ€¦. Riding Lawn Mower
Ignition Switch Wiring Diagram â€” craftsman riding lawn mower ignition switch wiring diagram,
murray riding lawn mower ignition switch wiring diagram, riding lawn mower ignition switch
wiring diagram, Every electric structure is made up of various distinct pieces. Each component
ought toâ€¦. Ford Ranger Radio Wiring Diagram. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your
browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. We
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Under fuses and power distribution, select from 8 gauge heavy duty ring terminals, 14 gauge
red and black sleeved terminals, in-line AGU fuse holders, post adapters, battery terminals and
fused distribution blocks. The Metra Gold Series are also available for fuses and power
distribution. Items 1 - 15 of Watch our video and read our blog for step-by-step instructions
documenting the installation of a aftermarket car stereo receiver. QualityMobileVideo Blog.
Watch our video and read our blog for the proper wiring colors and their definitions. We explain
wire-by-wire what these connections do for the installation of an aftermarket car stereo receiver.
Car stereo systems require high levels of power and need uninterrupted electricity to generate
that power, without the proper power wiring and connectors you could be sacrificing audio
quality. Upgrade your power cable and connectors and get the power that you expect and paid
for. View as List Grid. Show 15 30 Add to Cart. Add to Wish List Add to Compare. Accelevision
7. Rated at 7. Shop By. Compare Products. Remove This Item Compare. Clear All. My Wish List.
Last Added Items. Add to Cart Add to Cart. Remove This Item. Go to Wish List. How to install a
car stereo Watch our video and read our blog for step-by-step instructions documenting the
installation of a aftermarket car stereo receiver. Car Stereo Wiring Guide Watch our video and
read our blog for the proper wiring colors and their definitions. Last Updated: February 10,
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people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every
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Method 1 of Have all components, tools ready and checked. This includes drills, drill bits, island
keys, and wrenches. But most importantly, make sure you have the correct wires for the job.
Gather the necessary materials. Remember that each amp needs a power, a ground, and a REM
remote wire going through them. The best way to connect multiple amps when it comes to REM,
is through one remote wire. Since the remote wire basically tells the amp when the radio is on,
all amps can be connected to the same remote wire. Best thing to do is for power wire is
connect each amp with a separate power using a distribution block, which is essentially a
casing that allows one wire to supply power to multiple wires one wire from the battery goes in
and three wires can come out. Connect one power wire wire that connects from the battery to
the amps to your distribution block. Your thickest or lowest gauge wire should be your main
one. Have the the remaining wire go to each amp as a power wire. Make sure each amp has its
own separate ground. Wire can burn and melt if too much current is running through it so one
wire is your best bet. Method 2 of Know your amps' and sub woofers' limits. This is crucial to
achieve perfect precision with 4, 6, and 8 or more sub woofers. An amp that is rated at w RMS
Root Mean Square, or the average watt the speaker is intended to receive and play with set for 1
ohm can power two 2-ohm subs rated at w RMS. That same amp can power four 4ohm subs and
so forth. But the more subs an amp is placed on, the less power it can give to each individual
sub. In fact, you always want the power from the amp to be slightly higher than what the sub s
requires; a w amp will work well with a 7 or W RMS sub. Just make sure that the sub's peak
power is rated above w. If rated under, make sure your amp's level is not too high as you can
damage the sub. If you have a really powerful amp that's w RMS or higher, then you can really
power multiple subs at once without any problem. Connect all subs to the same terminals in the
amp. However, depending on whether you wish to connect them in series or parallel or bridge
the amp, you may only use two terminals. Refer to your amp's diagram for more specifics.

Method 3 of These are also known as "door speakers", "vocal speakers", "6 by 5" or "6 by 9"
and more. If you're trying to install more than what your car originally came with, the same rules
should be applied to those of subs. Make sure your 4-channel amp can play them all without
being so powerful that they damage the speakers. Because most speakers are rated to 8 ohms,
you can generally connect many speaker to one amp without any problems. Connect all mids
and highs with the same power and ground. All cars have pre-wired powers and grounds that
go through the doors and the back dash. It would be foolish to run multiple wires through your
door and dash to play multiple speakers with such low wattage. Connect all speakers through
the adjacent speakers that are pre-wired through the car. Just make sure the power and ground
are positioned properly throughout the process. Method 4 of Follow the general rule: for power,
ground and speaker wires, the lower the number and thicker the wire, the better. Remote and
RCA wires are always small. People tend to underestimate the amount and size of wires that
they need when installing many components in a car audio systems. It may save you a lot of
time and money. Always use the biggest but most appropriate wire in case you decide to
upgrade your sound system. If you previously had a W system, then that 8 gauge wire may
work. But if you upgrade to more powerful amps and subs, say w, that 8 gauge will burn and
melt in no time at all. Then you will have to remove it, and rewire the car with 2 gauge wire. If
you have a feeling that you may go bigger in the future, chose bigger wire. Multiple Wires can
lead to ground noise. People with many components and wires running through their car can
easily end up getting "ground noise," which is the whining sound that plays through your
speakers and rises and falls with the rev of your engine. A large power wire can create massive
amounts of electromagnetic interference that can be picked up by RCA's of a 4-channel, and
subsequently relayed back through the radio and mids and highs as ground noise. Fix the
problem by running the power wire to the left of the driver side seat and placing the amp and
RCA's under the passenger seat. Make everything color coded and neat. If power is red wire,
ground is black, and remote is blue, then you will have an easier time keeping track of your
wires and what they connect to. Otherwise, if one amp fails, you may find yourself overwhelmed
and needlessly tearing out wires. Method 5 of Determine whether you need multiple batteries
and capacitors. If you have a w amp playing three w subs, but they really sound weak, then it's
time to get more power. Alternatively, play the bass as loud as you can and see if your dome
lights dim or not. If they barely flicker, then your power is manageable, but if they almost go
dark with each bass note, then it's time for more power. There are three ways to go: capacitors,
alternators, and batteries. Capacitors are usually small cylinders that come with a digital display
showing your voltage in your car. They are rated by Farad's and the higher they are, the better
the cap can store and release volts. Be warned: many capacitors are nothing more than
expensive voltage meters. They are for very minor power problems and simply add a more
sophisticated look to an audio system. A 1-farad capacitor could potentially cost hundreds of
dollars and not solve any power problems. The ideal voltage for a car audio system varies. For a
low-end system, For average systems, Anything below 9 is extremely bad and should not be
used until more power is added. You may completely drain your existing car battery and render
it useless. The cheapest way to fix a major power problem is with more batteries. Although wet
cells can be used, they could spill battery acid in your car if they leak. Dry cell batteries are a
better choice if you can afford them. Dry cells have no battery acid and are extremely safe in a
vehicle. To install multiple batteries or capacitors , connect the main battery in the engine bay
with the another one elsewhere in the car that has a large, low gauge wire like a 4 or 2.
Systematically connect the next battery by running a wire from the first battery power, to the
second battery power, and so on until you reach the last battery. Connect the last battery to the
amp s with a separate wire. Connect the batteries in the car with a large ground wire and ground
it in metal. Be sure to put them in a sequence: first battery connected to the main in engine bay
and last battery connected to the amp s. By getting a larger alternator that puts of more
amperage, your battery will be continuously and quickly charged. Whenever massive amounts
of power is needed, it's directed from the alternator much more than the battery, giving you
more power. A good amp alternator can really make a difference in sound quality and bass. You
just have to find it for a good price and have it installed. Method 6 of Check and double-check
all connections. Before you turn on your car, make sure all connections are solid and correct.
Make sure all amps are properly grounded and REMnd. Excess wire should not be sticking out
and relatively close other wires of different charge. Use fuses for all battery to amp connections.
If you blow a or amp fuse just by listening to music, then check specialty stores for and amp
fuses. Finally, use electrical tape your best friend when dealing with wire to cover up exposed
wire. A thin strip can stop your entire system from being nothing but overpriced junk. It all
depends on what kind of car you have. Some dashboards have clips were you can pop your
dash off and other cars have some screws you need to take off before you pop it off and it's the

same with door panels. There will be some screws once you take them off lift up on the panel
and pull it out. Yes No. Not Helpful 1 Helpful 1. Include your email address to get a message
when this question is answered. The simplest, but ill-advised, method for connecting multiple
amps is to connect the wire to the amp, and through the same terminal, have another wire
extend out to the next amp. However, many complications can arise from using one wire to
power many amps. Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0. Unless you really need to, do not get multiple
batteries or capacitors. This is by far the most dangerous aspect of any high-end car audio
system, as it can literally ruin equipment if not properly installed. Dry cell batteries are better
than wet cell batteries because the latter could spill battery acid in your car if they leak. Dry cell
batteries do not contain battery acid. Cars were never meant to hold 10 speakers bass and vocal
and as such, cars are ill equipped to deal with the major power demands that come with
thousands of watts of power. A big problem many people make is accidentally connecting the
ground to the 12v power in the amp and vice versa. If your amp does not have a good protect
system, it could easily blow because of a silly mistake. Related wikiHows How to. How to.
Co-authors: Updated: February 10, Categories: Car Radios and Sound Systems. Thanks to all
authors for creating a page that has been read , times. Is this article up to date? Cookies make
wikiHow better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. About This
Article. Related Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to
our privacy policy. Follow Us. Keep up with tech in just 5 minutes a week! Sign Up Now. X Help
us do more We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt,
grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! How can the public defeat the electronics by
remote? This is too a issue where I live with 3 to 4 cars in one spot. I found that most car
stereos relay on bluetooth and if you jam the 2. I to whould like to find a simpler way like how
MDk3 dose with wifi but to bluetooth. Answer 4 years ago. What good do noise ordin do if the
police do not do the job? There a folks who have to car police radio back and tell the disparcher
to have to officers to get out of the car and knock on the door and speak with the offender.
Police need to do there jobs or if afraid get another job in this terrible economy. Answer 11
years ago. Even if underpaid and overworked, they have a job to do. Keep complaining. In our
town, 3 'clubs' have been shut down for noise ordinances. Thumper cars have rules too. Get the
plates, and call them in. They can't ignore repeat complaints. Note, if the complaints are
unfounded, you can get in trouble. I'll Give You The Simplest solution!! Don't Move Out!! Now If
You Still hear the noise Go, open the windows, throw your "best words"!!! Good Luck!!!! PS: If
None of these worked All you have to do if wear your clothes, handle some great "deffensive
wepons" optional! Good Luck Another Time!!!!! That does not stop the law breaker does it? The
boomers need to stopped not that we need to be creative to solve the problem. That is like
paying You do realise that anything that is specifically designed to disrupt electronic hardware,
by means of transmitting energy is illegal under the FCC legislation. In 1 city of the so called
Midwest,26 boom box shooting were reported. Another stated his boomer was stolen fro his
truck cost There have related stories that iratated residents will follow a boomer if possible and
wait for a vacated stretch of area. I asked want happed, he stated, In the name of the father and
the son and the holy spirit amen. So I said you prayed for them. He laughed and said you can
say that again and then proceded to tell a joke that was really humorus. Answer 6 years ago.
Have you ever heard the sounds of a child learning to play a violin? It has got to be the worst
and most obnoxious sound on the planet It rates right up there with Boom box obscenities in
traffic and those equally misguided idiots that think they should take their sound systems to the
outdoors with them so they can impress nature The cure This is a technology that produces
extremely directional sound in fact the sound does not form until it hits a target This technology
is what is being used as acoustic weapons for crowd control Super great question! Our city let a
club open up down the street about 4 blocks from us, and right next to a 24 hr daycare! So our
weekends and Thursdays are spent trying to ignore the thumping of our walls and vibrating of
our glass This oughta do the trick just don't throw the switch labeled "macarena" ;-. Well If its a
repeat offender. Or check these out. Follow Asked by drhall in Circuits. Tags: electronics sound
remote mute audio zapper. The forums are retiring in and are now closed for new topics and
comments. NachoMahma 11 years ago. ErnestB15 NachoMahma Answer 4 years ago.
ErnestB15 theXmaker Answer 4 years ago. ErnestB14 countable Answer 4 years ago. Thanks,no
one knew that Always one of these guys in every thread on this subject!! DonA3 6 years ago.
Just a thought When starting a vehicle, different parts are involved. One of them is the starter
relay, a small but crucial component of the starting system. Many people mistake the starter
relay for the starter solenoid, thinking the two to mean the same thing. Some websites even
contain information that says so. However, that is not true. While both components form part of
the starting system, they are very different. The starter relay switches on the current that
activates the starter solenoid. The starter solenoid, on the other handed, closes the switch for

the starter motor and usually mounts on the motor. It is usually bigger than the starter relay and
of heavier construction. This guide contains information about the automotive starter relay. In it,
you will find all there is to know about the starter relay: what it is, its location in a vehicle, how it
works, and its function. We also included information about the signs of a bad starter relay, how
to test it, and how to replace or fix a bad one. Read on to learn more. Chapter 1: Starter Relay
Definition. Is the Starter Relay the Same as starter solenoid? Starter Relay Vs. Starter Solenoid.
How Important is a Starter Relay to the Engine? Where is the Starter Relay Located? Chapter 2:
Starter Relay Diagram. How Does a Starter Relay Work? Chapter 3: Symptoms of a Bad Starter
Relay. How to Tell if a Starter Relay is Bad. Causes of Starter Relay Failure. Chapter 4: How to
Fix a Starter Relay. How to Test a Starter Relay. Chapter 5: How to Replace a Starter Relay.
Starter Relay Replacement Process. The relay is essentially a remote switch that controls a
high-current circuit. In motor vehicles, a starter relay uses the small ignition switch current to
close the much heavy-duty starter circuit. In some automotive applications, the starter relay
works together with the starter solenoid to operate the starting system. In others, the ignition
switch operates the starter solenoid circuit directly. These are usually the small vehicles whose
starter motors do not require large amounts of current to work. Apart from cars and trucks,
starter relays can be found in many other applications where electric motors are involved.
These include motorcycles, refrigerators, lawnmowers, and more. A starter relay in fridges
operates the compressor, ensuring the motor starts without damaging the switches. The starter
relay in bikes works the starting circuit much similar to how a car starter functions. The starter
relay is often confused with the starter solenoid. That could possibly arise from the fact that
both act as relays. But contrary to what some people think, the two names do not mean the
same vehicle part. One of them is only a switch while the other is both a switch and actuator.
Here are the ways these two auto parts are different. A starter relay is a smaller size when
compared to the heavy-duty starter solenoid. It essentially comprises a magnetic core with a
wire wound around it. On one end of the core is an armature or plunger that closes contacts to
work a switch. It is spring-loaded, a construction that helps to push it away from the contacts
when the core loses magnetism. A starter solenoid is usually bigger than the starter relay. The
core is free to move in and out, with a return spring on one end. The other end is where current
enters the solenoid and contains the various connectors. Both the starter relay and starter
solenoid operate almost identically. A current flows throw the coil winding and produces an
electromagnetic field. In a starter relay, the magnetism moves an armature or plunger to close a
circuit. In a starter solenoid, the magnetic force created by current flowing through the coil
causes the core to move out. The moving plunger does two things. It closes contacts that
switch on the starter motor. It also moves the pinion gear to engage the flywheel. As we can
see, a starter relay only acts as a switch. The starter solenoid, on the other hand, both closes a
circuit and moves a gear to act as an actuator. The starter relay is usually mounted a far
distance from the starter motor, while most starter solenoids attach to the motor housing. Here
is how. For the engine to start, it has to receive torque from outside. In vehicles that use an
electric starter , a motor provides that starting force. Now, the starter motor used in most
vehicles is a power-hungry device. To start spinning, it can draw from a few to many amps
depending on vehicle type and make. This is a very high current that requires thick cables to
heavy-duty components in the starting circuit. The ignition switch comprises delicate parts and
very thin wires. If the amount of current required by the motor were to pass through it, a lot of
damage would occur. The wires and other parts of the switch would melt from the resulting
heat- even vaporize. The starter relay prevents this from happening by allowing the starter
current to bypass the ignition switch. Were it not for the relay, the ignition switch would need to
be made of large parts and thick wires. This would not be practical due to the location of the
component in a vehicle. It would also be expensive to make automobiles with big ignition
switches and corresponding wire sizes. A relay eliminates these challenges and manufacturing
costs. It allows a large current to flow when you turn the ignition key or press the start button
on your car. The ignition switch cannot handle the large current required by the starter motor.
Without the relay, it would burn out. As we have seen, doing away with the relay would mean a
large ignition switch and thick wires, both impractical solutions in a typical automobile. If the
starter relay is not working, it can mean a vehicle that will not start. Reasons as to why this
component would fail vary, as we will see later. They also require different solutions depending
on the type and extent of the damage. There are those that can be repaired and others that need
a new relay installed. The starter relay location may vary depending on the vehicle type and
model. It can be in the fuse box also called a power box , the fuse panel under the dash, or on
the right fender. Most cars will have it located under the hood, inside the long box with a black
cover. Because the fuse box contains may different fuses and relays, it may be difficult to single
out the starter relay. It will have the identity of every component in the box. When mounted in

the fuse box under the dashboard, a starter relay may not be easy to locate, or even comfortable
to remove. Starter relays that attach on the fender wall may not be difficult to find. Usually the
cylinder type, these relays can be recognized by their mounting posts and leads. If unsure, the
vehicle manual can be used to confirm the location of the starter relay. The starter relay is made
up of different parts, some moving and others immovable. In the next part of this guide, we
examine this starter system component in detail; how it looks like and its internal construction.
That will help you to understand how it works better. You will then be able to tell when the relay
is working and when faulty. Starter relays may look different across brands and vehicle types.
However, they operate the same way and perform a similar function. Looking inside these
components, you will realize that they have identical parts. A typical starter relay consists of
housing, coil windings , magnetic core, and an armature or plunger. The internal construction
forms an electromagnetic switch that a driver operates remotely when starting a vehicle.
Although starter relays use similar mechanisms to operate, they differ in the way the look. Fuse
box starter relays are a box construction, with pins or connectors protruding from the housing.
Behind the connectors are the internal components, which consist of an electromagnet,
armature or plunger, and contacts. These relays often have more than two connections for the
primary side. Fender-mounted starter relays are mostly the cylinder types. They are a basic
construction with only four connection points. You can recognize these relays by their two big
posts and another pair of small ones. Unlike the fuse box types, fender-mounted starter relays
only use two connectors for the primary or coil side. Here are pictures showing the two kinds of
starter relays. Armature â€” this is the part that gets by the iron core when current passes
through the coil windings. The armature is made from a magnetic material so that it is strongly
pulled when the core becomes magnetized. Spring â€” the spring tensions the armature,
allowing it to return to the original position when the ignition switch is turned off. Without the
spring, the relay might keep the contacts together, causing the starter to operate for longer than
is necessary. Coil windings â€” the coil receives current from the battery when the ignition is
turned to the start position or when the start button is pressed. As a result, it creates a magnetic
field to cause the iron core to become magnetized and move the armature or plunger. Iron core
â€” the iron core magnetizes when the coil would around it is energized. This causes it to push
or pull the armature to close contacts. The closed contacts complete the circuit that should
provide the starter solenoid with current from the battery. The core is made of iron to enable
strong magnetization as well as lose it instantly when the ignition is turned off. Contacts â€”
these close the switch on the secondary circuit. This is the switch that operates the starter. The
contacts should be made of highly conductive and hard-wearing material, among other
properties. If there is corrosion on the surface, the relay cannot operate as it should. Also, if the
contacts melt to weld together. Other parts include the yoke to hold the electromagnet,
insulators to prevent shorting, and the relay housing to protect the internal components and
provide mounting surfaces. The box-like starter relays found in many motor vehicles use the
DIN standard numbering systems for the different terminals. These numbers are usually molded
on the relay housing with a They are. The 86 terminal receives the 12V input of the battery
through the ignition switch. The 86 terminal is usually grounded through the vehicle body,
allowing current to flow through the relay coil windings. However, the orientation or polarity
does not matter as long as the relay does not use a diode. The cylinder types of starter relays
feature connection posts. The other big posts are the starter circuit terminals. One connects to
the battery and the other to the starter. Different vehicles may use different starter relays.
However, the working of the relays is usually more or less the same. They are essentially a
mechanical switch that is worked by an electromagnet. Differences mainly occur in the number
of connections, with some relays having more than two connectors on the primary side. Here is
how a starter relay works. A small current, usually less than 10 amperes, passes down the
terminal and through the coil windings and through to ground. In fuse box starter relays, the
ground is terminal Current in the coil causes a magnetic field. The iron core becomes
magnetized, causing the armature to move and close contacts. With the gap between the
contacts of the starter circuit closed, the starter solenoid receives voltage from the battery and
current flows through its coil windings. When the engine has started, a reverse action is
activated by the driver by turning off the ignition. The starter relay coil is deprived of current,
causing it to lose magnetism. It no longer attracts the armature. Because the armature is
tensioned by a spring, it will move to open the contacts it had closed. The result is lack of
electric power in the starter circuit. The solenoid coil loses magnetism, and the plunger returns
to its position. The return causes the contacts that had closed the starter motor circuit to open,
and the motor stops running. The relay is now ready to operate the starter circuit again. Starter
relays are built to last a long time. With only a few moving parts, it cannot be expected to fail
easily or quickly. Despite that, these components to break down. A bad starter relay can cause

you to become stranded when you cannot start a car. How can you know when the relay in your
car is failing to take action? The next chapter shows you how. The starter relay is a small
vehicle, and perhaps the reason why car owners often neglect it. Although the component only
contains a few moving parts and lasts a long time, it can break down and cause starting
problems. The relay switches a circuit that works the starter. If it fails, can mean an engine that
does not start straight away, or one that does not start all. Starter relay problems can have
many different causes. Some can be corrected, while others cannot be fixed and require a
replacement of the relay. Before looking at the causes of failing starter relay, about symptoms
that should prompt you to take action. A starter relay not working will give specific signs. As
you will notice, all involve starting issues. They are:. The starting process fails completely. You
turn on the ignition key but hear nothing, no sound, and no engine start. This symptom can
show a starter relay is bad, but also a dead battery. If in good condition, the suspect could be
the starter relay. The starter relay enables the flow of current to the starter solenoid and motor.
If it fails completely, it means the starter solenoid not working the plunger, and the motor not
coming to life. If this happens when the battery is working and the connections are in perfect
condition, the relay needs replacing. A clicking starter relay switch indicates a working coil but
failing contacts. It occurs when the relay cannot conduct enough current for the secondary
circuit. As it tries to close and open the contacts, you will hear a series of clicks. This problem
often results from corroded or burned out contacts, which often happens when the relay is too
old. Because the relay is still operating, you can remedy the problem by cleaning the contacts.
The battery would also need to be checked. That is because a weak battery one can cause the
starter relay clicking problem, among other issues. The starter relay circuit, too, would need to
be inspected for worn or damaged cables or connections. A vehicle is supposed to start at the
first attempt. If that does not happen, the reason could be a failing starter relay. This symptom
shows up as occasional starting fails, indicating dirty or greasy connections. It could also be a
problem of excessive heat affecting the relay. Cleaning the connections can restore the
efficiency of the device. Repairing broken leads, too. However, that is only if other parts of the
relay are not ruined. Otherwise, a replacement would be necessary. But we would recommend
changing the relay, especially if you cannot pinpoint the exact problem. Normally, the starter
system should stop operating when the engine has started and the ignition switched off. If it
stays on, it means the starting circuit is still closed. Because the starter relay switches the
circuit on and off, a starter that stays on can mean a faulty relay. This symptom often occurs
when contacts have welded together. The welded contacts stay together, keeping the starter
motor on. Welded contacts often result from excessive current levels melting the metal
surfaces, causing them to stick together. Starter relay contacts welding together is a risky
situation that requires immediate attention. That is because it can lead to damage of not only
the relay but also other parts of the starting system. When starting a vehicle, always stay alert
for a grinding noise when the car has already started and the ignition turned off. Replace a
starter relay whose contacts have stuck together. Dirt â€” although these components are
usually protected by placing them under the hood or dashboard, grime, dirt, and debris can still
reach them. Over time, the dirt builds up to a point where the relay cannot operate properly.
When current cannot flow across the contacts efficiently, you may hear rapid clicks or buzzing
sound coming from the relay. Corroded contacts â€” corroded contacts or connections cannot
pass current in adequate amounts. The result is a failing relay that causes starting problems. It
can be erratic fails, unusual relay noise, or a vehicle that cannot start. Bad leads â€” broken
leads are another cause of a faulty starter relay. If enough current does not reach the relay, it
cannot operate as required. It will show symptoms of failure, usually by producing sounds and
struggling to operate the starting circuit. Apart from starter relay buzzing or clicking sound, the
engine may fail to start. Excessive heat â€” when too much current passes through the relay, it
causes the contact to melt, leading them to stick together. The result is a relay that keeps the
starter circuit closed even when the ignition is off. It is one of the starter relay problems that
need immediate attention. Failure to act quickly can lead to starting system components getting
damaged and costing you a lot to replace or fix. Relay too old â€” starter relay failure does not
need to have any identifiable cause. It can be simply that the relay has been operating for far too
long. An old relay will have parts that are deteriorated to a point where they cannot work
effectively. If that happens, nothing can possibly be fixed in most cases. Changing the
component would be the only solution. What options do you have to correct a bad starter relay?
You can either choose to fix the problem or buy a new relay. The path to take depends on
several factors. If the relay failure is caused by dirty contacts, cleaning them would cause
current to flow again. Replacing worn or broken leads can also restore the operation of a failed
starter relay. The other option is replacing the relay. Next, we look at how to fix starter relay
problems. A bad starter relay can be repaired, especially if the fault involves dirt blocking the

flow of current across contacts. Also, if the leads to the component are damaged. Before
carrying out repairs, it is necessary to determine the kind of damage or fault. That is because
some starter relay problems can be fixed while others require installing a new relay. To find out
the issue with a starter relay and its circuit, a look at the tests to diagnose faults. A volt battery,
digital multimeter ensure it can read Ohms , alligator clips, and jumper wires. If you have a
fender-mounted starter relay, you will also need wrenches and sockets. Have the vehicle safely
parked and the transmission in neutral or park. You do not want the vehicle moving forward
accidentally when working under the hood. Start by checking the battery condition. A weak or
dead battery can cause symptoms similar to those of a bad starter relay, and you want to rule
that out. To test the strength of the battery, switch on the vehicle accessories to see if it can
power them. It should read not less than 12 volts we are assuming the vehicle uses a 12V
battery. Should you find your battery to be weak, it would be advisable that you get a better one
and use it to test starting problems. Locate the relay. It will be in different places depending on
the particular vehicle. Some vehicles will have the relay under the hood, in the long box that
houses fuses and relays. Sometimes, the starter relay location is under the dash and behind the
car stereo. If you cannot find the relay in your vehicle, consult its manual. For the canister
relays, disconnect the battery and other terminals by removing the nuts that hold the leads to
the relay. Remove the mounting screws. Fuse box starter relays do not offer any challenge to
remove. Their identity is usually indicated on the cover of the fuse box. Use it to locate the
position of the starter relay. Then, gently but firmly pull it out. Note the orientation for the
purpose of replacement so you do not install it wrongly after repair. Some starter relays may
require a different method to remove, usually taking out mounting screws. Use the appropriate
method to remove the component. Examine the mounting terminals of the relay for corroded
parts. Remove the corrosion by scraping it out. If the terminals are set deep like can be the case
with a fuse box starter relay, a metal scribe would come in useful. It is now time to inspect, test,
and clean or fix the relay. Check it for signs of corrosion or dirt, especially at the points where
an electric current has to flow. Examine the casing for signs melting. After identifying the
possible causes of faults from external signs, proceed to the next step. Start by identifying the
kind of starter relay you have in your car. They are usually two types, one with 2 primary
connectors and another 4 or more. Testing a two-connector relay is much easy since the
primary coil terminals are clearly identifiable. Once you have determined the starter relay of
your vehicle, proceed to the tests. Have your testing tools ready: the battery, multimeter, and
jump wires. Note that the terminal polarity does not matter when testing a starter relay. Any can
connect to any terminal of the battery, whether negative or positive. Connect the primary
terminals to the battery. Energize the coil by completing the battery connection. Listen for any
sound. The relay may produce an audible click. That does not mean it is free from faults. A click
can happen, but the contacts may be corroded or burned out and not passing enough current.
Set the multimeter to read Ohms or resistance. Connect the probes to the secondary side of the
relay. There should be some Ohm reading but not too high. If there is none, the secondary side
of the relay is faulty. High resistance or lack of continuity in the secondary circuit when the
primary side is energized can indicate burned out contacts. It means a relay that needs
replacing. Take the resistance readings of the primary circuit by connecting the multimeter
probes to the small posts. Because of the long coil, the resistance should be somewhat high.
However, it should not exceed 5 Ohms. Too high resistance means a bad primary side. The
relay usually uses four primary connectors instead of two. To test it, use the following
procedure. If you have trouble finding them, use the multimeter. With the knob set to read
Ohms, place the multimeter probes on two pins at a time and reading the resistance. The pins
that register a high value should be the coil connections. Check the resistance. It should not
exceed 5 Ohms. If it does, the coil side is faulty. Proceed to the next step. Connect the
multimeter to the secondary side of the relay. The pins are distinct and easy to identify. Read
the resistance. It should indicate a small value to show circuit continuity. If the resistance is too
high or none at all, the contacts are burnt out or badly corroded, and the relay cannot be used
anymore. If the relay is corroded or dirt, cleaning the connections can restore the flow of
current. Some people will even clean the internal construction of the relay. Most of the time,
cleaning the external parts works fine. Use baking soda and wire brush to remove corrosion and
dirt. You may also use a blower to remove dirt or microfiber cloth the clean the surfaces of the
relay. Most often, replacing a faulty starter relay is more advisable. With a new relay, you are
assured of a problem that is solved once and for all. These components can last for more than a
hundred thousand miles. Installing a new one is clearly worth the cost. How do you replace a
starter relay? The next chapter explains the process. Replacing a starter relay is easy, and
almost every vehicle owner can do it. The box-like relay is the easiest to change, while the
cylinder type requires a little more work. The hard part when replacing this component is when

shopping for one. There are many factors to consider, such as brand, starter relay price, and
more. Once you have identified the right relay for your vehicle and purchased it, you only need
to know how to install it. When installing a new starter relay , the steps you follow will depend
on its type. Both the removal and mounting processes of the relay are different for the cylinder
and box-like starter relays. Open the hood and disconnect the negative terminal of the battery.
Locate the fuse box. It is usually the box with a black lid. If you cannot locate the starter relay,
use the manual. With the help of the information on the cover of the fuse box, find the position
of the starter relay. This relay is attached to the fender or firewall. Once you locate it, use the
steps below to remove it. Next, remove the leads that connect to the terminals of the relay. Use
a wrench to remove the nuts that attach the leads to the posts on the relay. There will be four
connection points; two big and two small posts. Installing a fuse box starter relay is a
straightforward process. There are no nuts or screws to fasten and no torque to worry about.
Take your new relay. Matching the pins with their slots in the fuse box, push in the relay, slowly
and gently until it reached the end of the seating. Replace the cover and reconnect the battery
terminal that you had disconnected when removing the older relay. Hold the relay against the
mounting surface. Insert and fasten the screws that will hold the relay onto the fender wall.
Install the battery and starter circuit cables , taking care not to attach the wrong wire to the
wrong post. Connect the battery cables that you had removed earlier. After the installation is
complete, test the starting system. The vehicle should have no trouble starting. If it does, check
the cables and connections. Ensure the connections are intact and that the fender wall type of
starter relay correctly wired. You may check the other parts of the starting system, too, if you
cannot diagnose the problem. Or, have a mechanic check the vehicle. A fender mounted starter
relay has wires mounted on its connection posts. These leads are usually connected during
installation. For the relay to work properly and safely, it needs to be wired correctly. Here is how
to wire a typical four-connection starter relay. Disconnect the positive battery terminal. Secure
the exposed end to avoid accidents. You may use tape to do that. Find the thick starter solenoid
cable. Connect it to one of the big studs or posts on the relay. Secure the connection by
tightening the mounting bolt. It does not matter which big terminal you connect the wire to
since starter relays do not have polarity. Get hold of the ignition switch wires. Because they
carry a small amount of current, they are usually thinner when compared to the starter cables.
Connect one of the two wires to one of the small studs on the relay. Connect the other wire to
the remaining small post. Some relays will only have one small post. If that is the case, connect
the ignition wires to the mounting screw or bolt. You can also connect it to anyplace on the
relay housing. That is because one of the small terminals of the relay is usually ground.
Connect the remaining thick wire to the only remaining big stud or post. This is the cable
connecting to the positive terminal of the battery. Finally, test the relay wiring by switching on
the ignition. The engine should crank and start without any issues. If it fails, check the wiring to
ensure every cable is connected to the right terminal and that it is firmly attached. Starter Relay
Replacement Questions. How easy is it to replace a starter relay? With the right tools and
knowledge of what wire to connect to which terminal, the process to change a starter relay
should be easy. The fuse box relay is even easier. It usually involves pushing in the new relay
after pulling out the old one. What is the starter relay replace
how to remove manual locking hubs ford
2001 ford focus manual shifter assembly
700r4 transmission wiring diagram
ment cost? Typically, expect a starter relay to last more than miles. These components are
durable, having only a few moving parts and, therefore, minimal wear. The biggest threat to a
starter relays lifespan is usually the contacts burning out. In vehicles that use starter relays,
ensuring that the component is working is critical. It can help you avoid starting problems and
getting stranded in the middle of nowhere. That starts with knowing how the relay works and
how to detect a failing one early enough. It is our hope that this starter relay guide has provided
you with information to help you solve starter relay issues that cause a vehicle to have starting
issues. You can now also know what to do, such as removing and testing a bad starter motor.
Even replacing a relay whose contacts have burnt out or one that is just too old. Chapter 1.
Chapter 2. Chapter 3. Source: alexnld. Source: impremedia. Chapter 4. Chapter 5. About Us.
Contact Info. Contact Form. Thank You For Your Inquiry.

